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MAST RAKE
In general mast rake should be 
adjusted so the helm is nearly neutral 
when sailing upwind.  Moving the mast 
forward (by moving the mast step 
back) moves the center of effort for-
ward which tends to push the bow 
down (lee-helm). Conversely, moving 
the mast back moves the center of 
effort back which tends to push the 
bow up (weather-helm).  However, the 
relation between mast rake and helm 
depends on many factors such as the 
mast stiffness, the sailor’s weight, the 
position of the daggerboard, and even 
the hull. Consequently, there is no 
single ‘magic number’ for mast rake. A 
good starting point is 281-cm meas-
ured from the tip of the mast to the 
center edge of the transom. Then the 
best location must be determined on 
the water by adjusting the mast-step 
until the helm is nearly neutral while 
racing upwind. This experimentation 
should be done after the rest of the sail 
is rigged and adjusted properly.  

BOOM SAIL-TIES
All boom sail-ties should be around 3 
and 5 mm as the class rules so the sail 
will flop over the boom easer during a 
tack or jibe. 

MAST SAIL-TIES
The mast sail-ties, together 
with the bend in the mast, 
controls the luff curve.   The 
sail is designed with a specific 
luff curve which must be coor-
dinated with the bending of 
the mast while sailing. 

First tie the top sail-tie so 
the sail is just touching 
the mast.   Next, tie the 
top preventer sail-tie so 
the top eye is directly op-
posite the top mast hole 
when you pull up on the 
luff of the sail.   This en-
sures the sail will stay 
within the measurements 
bands on the mast.
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Light Wind (No hiking):  
The mast will not be bent so luff curve has to be artificially added 
through the sail-ties:
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Medium to High Wind (Some to full hiking):  
Sheeting in hard in the puffs will bend the mast which will de-power 
the sail.  Easing the mainsheet in the lulls will straighten the mast and 
add power. 

Heavy Wind (Overpower condition):
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OUTHAUL
The outhaul primarily effects the 
Camber of the sail. Easing the outhaul 
makes the sail fuller and moves the 
draft back (because of the base curve)  
which results in more power (carefull 
too much power when not necessary 
could cause less  pointing).  Conversely, 
tightening the outhaul makes the sail 
flatter and moves the draft forward 
which results in less power (this condi-
tion may cause not enough power to 
easily cross the wave).

1. Light Wind (No Hiking): The last 
panel of the sail is already deep enough 
so scallops between eyes is not neces-
sary.  Ease the outhaul as far as possible 
without letting scallops form. 

2. Medium Wind (Hiking):  The outhaul 
setting depends on the sailor’s hiking 
ability and how big and steep the 
waves are.  A stronger sailor can leave 
the outhaul looser, especially if the 
waves are big , while a smaller sailor 
may need a bit more outhaul tension to 
flatten and depower the sail.   Do not 
tighten the outhaul to the point that 
there is a horizontal fold in the sail 
along the boom, (figure 2).

3. Heavy Wind (Full hiking): Tighten the 
outhaul fully to flatten the sail and 
move the draft forward as shown in 
figure 2.

Fig 1:
Outhaul setting in light wind. 

Fig 2: 
Strong wind setting. 
The sail is very flat nearby the clew.
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LUFF TENSION

The luff tension is controlled by 
the bottom preventer sail-tie.   A 
looser bottom preventor allows 
the vang to pull more on the luff of 
the sail which moves the sail’s 
draft forward.   A tighter preven-
tor ‘prevents’ the boom vang from 
pulling on the sail luff which allows 
the sail’s draft to move back.  3FL 
sails have the max draft a little 
more forward than other sails so 
you’ll need a tighter preventor 
than you may be used to.

1. Light Wind (No hiking):   Tie the 
bottom preventer so there is no ten-
sion in the luff and horizontal wrinkles 
just begin to form at the luff eyes. 

2. Medium wind (Hiking):  As in the case 
of the outhaul, the luff tension depends 
on the sailor’s hiking ability and the 
wave size.  In large waves keep the luff 
loose by keeping the bottom preventor 
tighter. 

3. Heavy Wind (Full hiking):   In heavy 
wind you can tighten the luff by loosen-
ing the bottom preventor.  But the luff 
should never be so tight as to cause a 
vertical wrinkle along the mast.

Fig 3: 
Eyelets numbers
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SPRIT

The sail is designed so the leach is 
‘flexible’ meaning it will change a lot in 
wind gusts. Upwind in normal condi-
tions, tighten the sprit so the sail wrin-
kle across the sprit just disappears, or 
is just about to disappear, while max 
trimmed.  Note that if the top sail-tie is 
too loose, or the luff is too tight, you 
will not be able to remove the sprit 
wrinkle from the sail. 

VANG

In light to medium winds the vang 
should be set so the line is just loose 
when sailing up wind with normal trim.  
In other words, the vang should not 
pull the Kicker while the sail is sheeted 
normally going up wind.  (See the first 
photo on the cover page.)   When the 
sail is eased to reach or go on a run, the 
Kicker will rise a little until caught by 
the vang.  Now the top batten should 
be parallel with the Kicker (winder side 
of medium wind) or angled slightly out-
ward from the Kicker (lighter winds).    
In heavy wind “vang-sheeting”’ will 
help to keep the sail de-powered when 
the mainsheet is eased.   To “vang-
sheet” over trim the sail with the main-
sheet until the boom is a few inches 
from the transom of the boat, pull the 
slack out of the vang, and then hold the 
vang line in its cleat while releasing the 
mainsheet. 

Fig 4: 
Good sprit and luff setting for 
mid-wind condition.

Fig 5:
Loose sprit in strong wind

In very windy conditions the sprit can be 
lowered some to open the leach and 
‘dump’ a portion of the upper part of the 
sail making the boat mor manageable.  
This is especially useful for lighter / 
younger sailors. 
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BOOM SAIL-TIES
All boom sail-ties should be around 3 
and 5 mm as the class rules so the sail 
will flop over the boom easer during a 
tack or jibe. 



MAIN SHEET

In light to medium wind, tightening the 
mainsheet will tighten and “close the 
leach”.   As the wind builds from 
medium to windy, further tightening 
the mainsheet will also bend the mast, 
pull the luff forward, and flatten the 
sail.   In medium to heavy wind, try to 
trim the sheet so the top batten telltale 
stalls 50% of the time.   If the telltale 
stalls too much, ease the mainsheet 
slightly until the telltale stalls less.   If 
the telltale is flying most of the time, 
trim the mainsheet in slightly.   The 
mainsheet should be adjusted con-
stantly up wind to accommodate puffs 
and lulls and as the sailor works 
through the waves. 

Fig 6: 
Overtrim with mid salties tighter to 
depower the sail. Positive wrinkles 
on the sail.

Fig 6: 
Perfect full power sail trim

HAVE A QUESTION ON HOW 
YOUR SAIL IS SET UP?
SEND US A PICTURE, 

EXPLAIN THE CONDITIONS, 
AND WE WILL SEND YOU 

SOME FEED BACK!
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